
 

My project: Theatre Performance  

 

1. Short description of project (What? Where and when? Why? Who? …) 

 

For our Drama Class mark, we all needed to do a theatre performance of a play we chose. 

Every student of the class had their part to play and do. 

We performed in our class room which is the assembly hall of our school.  

The performance was on the 4th of June. 

 

2. Main goal(s) and objectives (What do you want to achieve?) 

 

We wanted to achieve a great performance as well as a good mark. 

 

3. Project team (Who is part of the team?) 

 

Part of the team was of course every Drama Class student, our teacher and some students from 

the advanced art course. 

 

3. Project plan (Who does what and when?) 

See project plan worksheet 

 

4. Resources (What do you need?) 

 

We needed costumes, someone for the lights and music, props like a mousetrap and a coffee 

machine, party music and crashing noises. 

 

5. Constraints (Which obstacles might get in your way?) 

 

Our only obstacles were pretty much only time, learning the text and getting everyone together. 

 

6. Evaluation (Did you achieve your main goal? What went well? What went wrong? Which 

difficulties did you encounter? How did you solve them? …) 

 

We did achieve our main goal of a great performance. There was pretty much nothing 

which went wrong so that was good, the only thing that happened was that I forgot part of 

my text but I was able to kind of overplay it so that the only one that I confused was the 

person I played with on stage. 

As stated above the only obstacles and as well as difficulties were that we needed more 

rehearsal days as planned because we all lacked the ability to play without our text in our 

hands and we never could rehears with everyone together. There was always someone 

missing. 

We also needed a way to include the students from the advanced art course. In the end 

they were background actors. 

 



Project plan 

Which steps do you have to take? Until when? Who is responsible? √ 

We needed to choose a play End of 
Decembre 

Everyone  
√ 

We had to assign the roles to each person End of 
Decembre 

Everyone  
√ 

We had to choose a date for our performance End of  
Decembre 

Everyone  
√ 

We needed to choose extra rehearsal days 4th of June Everyone  
√ 

We needed to think about the props and how we should play each scene 4th of Jue Everyone  
√ 

We needed someone to decide what scene we wanted to rehears on which day and which  
Scene we needed to learn  

4th of June Meriem, me  
√ 

    

 


